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Hagopian has characterized solenoids as nondegenerate homogeneous continua such that each 
of their proper nondegenerate subcontinua is an arc. In this paper it is shown that solenoids are 
exactly these nondegenerate continua with arcs as all (sufficiently small) proper nondegenerate 
subcontinua, which are homogeneous with respect to open (light open) mappings. 
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Introduction 
In this paper two classes of metric continua are discussed: the class ._& of all 
nondegenerate continua having only arcs for proper nondegenerate subcontinua, 
and the class Y of all such nondegenerate continua X that there is a number T> 0 
such that each nondegenerate subcontinuum of X with diameter less than T is an 
arc. The letters & and Y stand for: all and small (subcontinua are arcs). Actually, 
openly homogeneous continua in ,cQ, and continua in Y homogeneous with respect 
to light open mappings are characterized. 
Originally, in his classical paper in 1960 [l, p. 2191, Bing asked whether each 
homogeneous member of .& is a solenoid. (If, additionally, the considered continuum 
was circularly chainable, the answer was known to Bing [l, Theorem 9, p. 2281.) 
There had been no answer to Bing’s question until Hagopian in 1977 [8] solved the 
problem with help of the so-called E-push property, a very useful corollary to the 
Effros theorem observed by Hagopian in [7, Lemma 4, p. 371. Hagopian’s affirmative 
answer (actually it was a characterization of solenoids) played crucial roles in a 
number of homogeneity results for continua (see e.g. [14, Theorem 3, p. 1401 and 
[12, (14.8), p. 35 and (15.3), p. 381). Therefore, when Charatonik introduced the 
notion of generalized homogeneity, he also turned his attention to characterizing 
solenoids with help of the notion of homogeneity with respect to open mappings. 
Namely, in [4, p. 1731 he proved that a circularly chainable continuum is a solenoid 
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if and only if it is in & and it is openly homogeneous. He also asked [4, Question 
3, p. 1741 whether the assumption on circle-likeness can be omitted in this charac- 
terization. Some partial results concerning this question can be found in [9]. There 
is also another paper by Krupski [lo] closely related to the subject of this one. In 
the present article the question of Charatonik is answered in the affirmative (see 
Theorem 15, equivalence (c)++(a)). All the main results of the paper are collected 
in Theorem 15. The proof of it makes use of a theorem of Charatonik and Mackowiak 
(Theorem 8), which can be regarded as an analogue to the c-push property, valid 
for openly homogeneous compacta. 
Though the paper is mainly devoted to openly homogeneous continua, some 
propositions of it are formulated for larger classes of spaces. Perhaps they will also 
be used to solve the following problem. 
Problem. Characterize the class of all monotoneously (confluently) homogeneous 
continua in &. Is each of these two classes the class of all solenoids? 
Definitions and notation 
Throughout the paper all spaces are assumed to be metric, and all mappings are 
continuous. We use the notions of a chainable and a circularly chainable continuum 
(due to R.H. Bing). For exact definitions see e.g. [8, p. 4251. A solenoid is defined 
as a continuum which is an inverse limit of a sequence of circles with open bonding 
mappings. Note that a circle is a solenoid. A continuum C is said to have the 
property of Kelley provided for each continuum C, in C if x E C, and a sequence 
{x,,} converges to x in C, then there is a sequence {C,,} of continua in C converging 
to C,, (with respect to the Hausdorff distance) such that x, E C,, for each n E { 1,2, . . .}. 
The union of three continua C, , Cz, C, is called a triod if the set C, n C, = C, n C, = 
C, n C, is a nonempty continuum different from each Ci for i E {1,2,3}. Symbol pq 
denotes an arc with end points p and q. The union of three arcs px, py and pz is a 
simple triod provided px n py = py n pz = px n pz = {p}. Recall that a mapping f: 
X+ Y between spaces X and Y is confluent if for every continuum K in Y, if C 
is a component of the set f-‘( K), then f( C) = K. Let a space X be fixed. X is said 
to be homogeneous with respect to a class M c Xx of mappings provided for each 
points x and y in X there is a surjective map f in M such that f(x) = y. We say 
that X is homogeneous with respect to open (monotone, confluent etc.) mappings, 
or that X is openly (monotoneously, confluently etc.) homogeneous, instead of 
saying that X is homogeneous with respect to the class of all open (monotone, 
confluent etc.) mappings in Xx. X is called to be homogeneous, when it is 
homogeneous with respect to homeomorphisms. The following comfortable notation 
is used: if d, 2, d, etc. are various distances in X, then the open balls in X with 
center x and radius E are denoted by B(x, E), 2(x, F), B,(x, E) etc., correspondingly 
to these distances. If d is a metric on X and A is a set with two functions f and g 
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from A to X, then we put J(f; g) =sup{d(f‘(a), g(a)): a E A}, and, if A c X, d(f) = 
d”(f; idA) = sup {d(f(a), a): a E A}. Put d(A, B) = inf {d(u, 6): a E A and b E B} for 
A, B c X. A point e in X is said to be an end point (a local end point) of X if 
(there is 6 > 0 such that) for each continua K and H in X (of diameters less than 
6) the condition eE K n H implies that either K = H or H = K. The union of all 
arcs in X having a point p as an end point and containing a point q is denoted by 
r( p, q) and called a ray starting at p. The arc component of X containing a point 
x is denoted by A,. For a given positive number 6 a set P is S-connected provided 
for each x, y E P there is a finite set {x,, x,, . . . , x,,}c P with x,,= x, xh = y and 
d(x,,x,+,)<S for i~{0, 1,. .., k - l}. A set Q c P is S-dense in P if for each p in 
P there is q in Q such that d (p, q) < 6. 
Investigations 
The following is well known. 
Each open surjection of a compact space is confluent. 
The following lemma is a particular case of [ll, Theorem 5.11. 
(1) 
1. Lemma (Lelek, Read). lff: X + Y is a light conjluent surjection of a compact space 
X onto a locally connected compact space Y, then f is open. 
The next lemma is partially proved in [4, Lemma p. 1721 and partially in [lo, 
Proposition 3.9, p. 2191. 
2. Lemma. Conjluent (fight confluent) mappings of continua preserve end points (local 
end points). 
The proof of the following property is left to the reader (it is also essentially 
given in the proof of [13, Theorem 51). 
If a nondegenerate arc component of a compact space contains no 
simple triod, then it is: a simple closed curve, or a one-to-one image 
of the real line, or a one-to-one image of the half line, or an arc. (2) 
3. Lemma. Let X and Y be in zl (in 9’) and leff: X + Y be a confluent (light cor@ent) 
surjection. If B is an arc component of Y such that B is a one-to-one image qf the real 
line, then for every arc component A off-‘(B) the following statements hold: 
(i) A is an arc component qf X, 
(ii) .f(A) = B, 
(iii) A is a one-to-one image of the real line, 
(iv) the map f IA: A + B is monotone with either arcs or single points us all point 
inverses (f IA)- ‘(y). 
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Proof. First, prove that: 
For each arc xy in Y and each point p of’ there is an arc pq 
in X such that f( pq) = xq’. (3) 
Indeed, let L be the component of the setf’(xy) containing p. If X is in ti and 
f is confluent, then L is an arc with f(L) = xy, so L can be the required arc. If f is 
light confluent, then the map flL is a light confluent surjection onto xy ([3,1, p. 2131). 
Thus it is light open by Lemma 1. Hence there exists the required arc by [ 15, 
Theorem (2.1), p. 1861. 
Observe that conclusion (i) is an easy consequence of the continuity of J: Next, 
see that statement (ii) is simply obtainable by (3) and (i). 
Further, we prove that: 
A and B contain neither a simple closed curve nor a simple triod, 
or equivalently, A and B are uniquely arcwise connected sets 
without simple triods as subcontinua, or equivalently, each non- 
degenerate locally connected subcontinuum of A and of B is an arc. (4) 
In fact, A and B contain no simple triod because X and Y are in 9’. Therefore 
if either A or B contained a simple closed curve, then it itself would be a simple 
closed curve. Thus B would be a locally connected continuum by (ii), hence B 
would be either an arc or a simple closed curve by (2), a contradiction to the 
assumption. 
(iii) A is a one-to-one image of either the half line or the real line by (3) and 
(2). Suppose A is a one-to-one image of the half line. Excluding the case A is a 
simple closed curve by (4), we see that if X and Y are in & (in 9’) and f is confluent 
(light confluent), then A contains an end point (a local end point), while B does 
not, a contradiction to Lemma 2. 
(iv) Supposey=f(p)=f(q)andf(x)#yforsomex~pqcA.ThenyEf(pq)= 
p’q’c B for some points p’ and q’ in B (by (4)) with either p’# y or q’f y. Say 
p’ # y. Let r E f-'( p') n pq c A, and let z be any point of B\{ p’} such that p’q’n p’z = 
{p}. There is an arc rs in A such that f(rs) =p'z by (3). Noting that neither p nor 
q is in rs we see that the union pq u rs c A contains a simple triod, whence a 
contradiction to (4) is obtained. Now (iv) easily follows, so the proof of Lemma 3 
is complete. 0 
The following two propositions are easily obtained by (2) and by Lemmas 2 
and 3. 
4. Proposition. Zf a conjluently homogeneous continuum is in &, then either it is a 
simple closed curve, or each of its arc components is: a dense subset of X, and a 
one-to-one image of the real line. 
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5. Proposition. If a continuum in Y is homogeneous with respect to light confluent 
mappings, then either each its arc component is a simple closed curve, or each its arc 
component is a one-to-one image of the real line. 
6. Lemma. If X is in Y and arc components A and B of X are simple closed curves, 
then for each light confluent surjection f: X +Xsuch thatf(A)c B, themapfl,:A+ B 
is an open surjection onto B. 
Proof. Let x E A and C be the component off-‘(B) containing x. Then f Ic. : C + B 
is light open by Lemma 1. Let pq be an arc containing y = f(x) and p # y # q. By 
[15, Theorem (2.1), p. 1861 there are arcs p’x and q’x in A such that the map 
f Ipry. : p’q’ + pq is a homeomorphism, where p’q’ = p’x u q’x, f ( p’) = p and f( q’) = q. 
Therefore the map f IA : A + B is open. 0 
Let (X, d) be a nondegenerate continuum and let x be in X. Assume A, is a 
simple closed curve. A set F(x) of such mappings from R (the real line) to A, that 
have the form similar to the map g,= e’“, where g,:R+S’={p~R2:~p~=l}, will 
be considered. Namely, fix a homeomorphism h, : S’ + A, with h,( 1) = x. Then F(x) 
is the set of all compositions hOg,,h, where h: R + R is any homeomorphism with 
h(0) = 0. Note that f(0) =x for each f in F(x). The proof of the fact that the set 
F(x) does not depend on the choice of ho is left to the reader. In other words, F(x) 
is the set of all universal covering mappings f: R + A, with f(0) =x. When A, is a 
one-to-one image of R containing no simple triod, F(x) is defined as the set of all 
one-to-one mappings f from R onto A, with f(0) =x. In any case other than the 
above ones, put F(x) = 0. Consider the following function d^ : X2 + R, 
1 
0 ifx=y, 
2(x, y) = inf{d”(L g): f E F(x) and g E F(y)} if F(x) # 0 f F(y), 
diam(X, d) if x f y and either F(x) = 0 or F(y) = 0. 
With the help of the following fact one can prove that d^ is a metric on X, 
If 2(x, y) < E s diam(X, d) and f E F(x), then there is g in F(y) 
such that d(f; g) < e. (5) 
In fact, let f’ E F(x) and g’E F(y) be mappings with d”(f, g’) < E, guaranteed by 
the definition. Observe that there is a homeomorphism h : R --, R such that f =f’h 
for, in the case A, is a one-to-one image of R containing no simple triod, the 
function h = (f’-‘f is a homeomorphism, and, in the case A, is a simple closed 
curve, we have f = h,g,h, , f’ = hogoh for some homeomorphisms h, , h2 : R + R, thus 
we put h = hy’h,. Putting g = g’h, the conclusion (5) is obtained. 
Observe the following easy consequences of the definition of the distance 2. 
d(x,y)zd(x,y) for each x,y~X. (6) 
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If metrics d and 2 are equivalent on X, then each arc component 
of X is either a simple closed curve or a one-to-one image of the 
real line. 
(7) 
7. Lemma. If a continuum (X, d) is in ~4 (in 9’) is homogeneous with respect to open 
(light open) mappings, then the metrics d and d are equivalent. 
The proof of Lemma 7 makes use of the notion of quasi-interior A* defined for 
each subset A of a space X as follows 
A* = IJ {V: V is open in X and V\A is of the first category}. 
As it is established in [5, (3.2)]: 
If X is compact, then the set A*\A is of the first category. (8) 
The next theorem (see [5, Theorem 5.91) is applied to the proof of Lemma 7. 
8. Theorem (Charatonik, Mackowiak). Let X be a compact space homogeneous with 
respect to the class M c Xx of all open (light open) mappings. For each point a E X 
define a map T, : M + X as the map T,(f) = f (a). Then for each pair a, b of points 
in X there is a map f in M such that b = f(a) E (T,(H))* for each H open in M, 
containing f 
Remark. Actually, the version where M is the class of all open mappings in Xx is 
proved in [5]. However, the proof of it remains valid for each Bore1 class of open 
mappings in Xx, closed with respect to the composition operation. As it is established 
in [5, Corollary 2.21 the collection of all light open mappings is an F,,-set in Xx. 
Proof of Lemma 7. By (1) and Propositions 4 and 5 for each x E X we have F(x) # $4. 
Fix a point a in X and a map f0 in F(a). Let M denote the set of all open (light 
open, respectively) mappings in Xx. It is claimed that: 
If f and g are in M, then for each 6 > 0 the condition d(f; g) < 8 
implies that d(f(a), g(a)) < 6. (9) 
Indeed, put f’= f iA,, fO, g’= gl,,, f0 and note that x =f(a) =f’(O), y = g(a) = g’(0) 
and J(f’, g’) < 6. When each arc component of X is a simple closed curve, by 
Lemma 6 observe that f and g’ are universal covering mappings onto A, and A,., A 
respectively. Thus SE F(x) and g’E F(y), so d(x, y) < 6. Assume each arc com- 
ponent of X is a one-to-one image of the real line. Then f’ and g’ are monotone 
by Lemma 3(iv). It is known that each monotone surjection of an arc onto itself is 
a uniform limit of a sequence of onto homeomorphisms (see [2, p. 4781). Considering 
the maps f’ and g’ as combinations of monotone mappings from some segments 
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[q, a,,,] onto arcs, where ai < a,,, and i runs through all integers, one can see that 
there are some one-to-one mappings f’ E F(x) and g”E F(y) lying so close to f’ and 
g’, respectively, that d”(f’, g”) < 6. Thus d(x, y) < 6 and we have (9). 
When it is shown that if lim d(x,, x0) = 0, then lim 2(x,,, x0) = 0 for any sequence 
{x,} in X, the proof of Lemma 7 will be complete by (6). In fact, let E be a positive 
number and let f be a map in M guaranteed by Theorem 8 for b =x,,. It follows 
that almost all points x, lie in ( Tc((H,))*, where H,,= i(A 4~) c M. If x, is in 
(T,( Ho))*, let g be a map in M guaranteed by Theorem 8 for b =x, and let 
H, = g(g, 6) c M be so small ball with 6 < $F, that T,( H,) c (T,( Ho))*. By Theorem 
8 the set T,( H,) is not of the first category, thus there is z E T,( H,) n T,( H,) by 
(8).So,therearemaps h,,in H,andh, in H, with h,(a) = h,(a) = ~.Sinced(h~,f)<i~ 
and d(h,, g)<&, by (9) it follows that 2(x,, x0)< 2(x,,, z)+d(z, x,)<$E+~E = 
E. 0 
For a continuum X consider the family A(X) of the closures of all arc components 
of x. 
9. Lemma. If a continuum (X, d) is in Y and the metrics d and d^ are equivalent, then 
the family A(X) yields a continuous decomposition of X. 
Proof. Note that if lim d(x,, x0) =0, then Lim cl(A,,) = cl(A,). In fact, for a 
fixed map f in F(x,) there are by (5) mappings fn in F(x,) with lim d(fn,jJ = 0. 
Thus it follows that Lim cl(A.J = Lim cl(fn( R)) = cl(f(R)) = cl(A,,). Further, if 
z E cl(A,) ncl(A,.) #I?, then there are sequences {x,} in A, and {y,,} in A,., con- 
verging to z. Hence cl(A,) = Lim cl(A,,) = cl(A,) = Lim cl(A,,) = cl(A,), so the 
proof is complete. 0 
10. Lemma. If a continuum (X, d) is in Y and the metrics d and d^ are equivalent, 
then each arc component of X is dense in X. Moreover, if X is not a simple closed 
curve, then each arc component of X is a one-to-one image of the real line. 
Proof. Let T> 0 be a number such that each nondegenerate subcontinuum of X of 
diameter less than T is an arc. Suppose, on the contrary, that the family A(X) yields 
a nontrivial decomposition of X with the quotient map h (see Lemma 9). Let points 
x and y in X and the ball 6(x, e) be such that cl(A,,) n cl(B(x, E)) = 0 and F <$T. 
Then each component of cl(B(x, F)) is an arc (or a point); in particular, some arc 
pq with p, q E bd(B(x, F)) is the component containing x. Let 6 > 0 be such that if 
a, b E pq and a(a, b) < 6, then diam( ah, 2) < fe, where ab c pq. Put 6,, = min{;S, fe} 
and find such an open closed subset B, of cl(fi(x, E)) that pq= BOc k?(pq, 6,). 
Observe that bd( B,n l?(x, 6,)) c B,,n bd( 6(x, S,)), thus the set B0 n h(x, 6,) is open. 
Let ZE bd(B,n B(x, 6,)) = B,n bd(g(x, 8,)). Then there is z’inpq with d(z?, z) < a,, 
so a(,‘, x) < J(z’, z) + a(~, x) <2&a 6. Therefore, by the assumption on 6, 
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diam(z’x, 8) <SF, where z’x c pq. Let f in F(z’) and g in F(z), with d”(J; g) < S,, 
be mappings guaranteed by the definition of 2, and let C = [0, t] (or C = [t, 01) 
be the component of f-‘(z’x) containing 0. Then g(C) c cl(s(z’x, 6,)) c 
cl(g(x, &,+diam(z’x, 2)))~ cl(g(x, E)). Since f(t) =x, it obviously follows that 
i(x,g(t))<&,, thus g(t)~g(C)n~(x,6,)cA,nB,n~(x,6,), so h(z)Eh(B,n 
6(x, 6,)). Hence cl(h(B,n 6(x, 6,)) = h(cl(B,n 6(x, 6,))) = h(&nB(x, 6,)). The 
map h is open by Lemma 9, so the set h(B,n 6(x, So)), not containing h(y), is an 
open closed proper subset of h(X), an impossibility. The second statement of the 
lemma easily follows by (7). 0 
For a given continuum (X, d) define a version of the Mazurkiewicz metric 
( 
inf{diam(K, d): x, y e K = X and K is a locally 
Wx, Y) = connected continuum}, 
diam(X, d), if the above set is empty. 
Next, put G(x, y) = {f:fis a homeomorphism of (A,, D) onto (A,, D) andf(x) = y}. 
In further investigations the following metric d will be considered instead of the 
metric d^ 
J(x, Y) = 
( 
inf{d(f) :fE G(x, Y)>, if G(x, v) # 8, 
diam(X, d), otherwise. 
Note that 
d(x, y) 3 d(x, y) for each x, y E X; 
d(f)=d(f) for eachfEG(x,y) and x,y~X; 
and, if X is in Y, then: 
(IO) 
(II) 
If x is in X and A, is a one-to-one image of the real line, then the 
map f: R + A, is in F(x) if and only if the map f: R + (A,, D) is 
a homeomorphism and f(0) = x. (12) 
11. Lemma. If a continuum (X, d) is in 9, then the metrics d and d^ are equivalent if 
and only if the metrics d and d are equivalent. 
Proof. Evidently, if X is a simple closed curve, the conclusion holds. Otherwise, if 
the metrics d and d^ are equivalent, then each arc component of X is a one-to-one 
image of the real line by Lemma 10. Further, if 2(x, y) < diam(X, d), then for a 
given F >O find f E F(x) and gE F(y) such that d”(J; g)< 2(x, y)+ E, and put 
h=gf-‘. By (12) hEG(x,y) and since d(h)=z(J;g), we have d(h)<a(x,y)+&, 
whence d(x,y)c 2(x,,). Thus, by (lo), the equivalence of the metrics d and d^ 
implies one of d and d Assume the metrics d and d are equivalent. Then all spaces 
(A,, D) for x E X are homogeneous and mutually homeomorphic. Since (X, d) is 
in .!Y’, we see by (2) that either each arc component of X is a simple closed curve, 
or each arc component of X is a one-to-one image of the real line. Note that in 
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both cases iffE F(x) and h E G(x, y), then hf E F(y). The equivalence of the metrics 
d and d^ is simply obtainable by this fact, using similar argument as before. IJ 
The following corollary is a consequence of Lemmas 10 and 11. 
12. Corollary. If a continuum (X, d) is in Y and the metrics d and d are equivalent, 
then either X is a simple closed curve, or each its arc component is a dense subset of 
X and a one-to-one image of the real line. 
In further investigations (M, d) denotes a continuum in Y such that the metrics 
d and d are equivalent. By (11) we see that d = 2, thus, not losing generality, we 
can assume that d = d The diameters of subsets of M will be considered with respect 
to d. Fix a positive number 7 < diam M such that if a continuum K c M is nondegen- 
erate and diam K < T, then K is an arc. Additionally, assume that M is not a simple 
closed curve. It will be shown that M is a solenoid. Similarly as in [8], the crucial 
step of the argument of this paper is a lemma (Lemma 13) showing that M is 
circularly chainable. 
There is F(, > 0 such that diam RM > .zO for each ray R, in M. (13) 
For, note that if R, is a ray starting at x E M and f E G(x, y), then f( R,) is a ray 
starting at y. If {x,} converges to x0 in M, then there are fn E G(x,, x,) with 
lim d ( fn) = 0. This implies that the function g : M + R defined as g(x) = the minimum 
of the diameters of the rays starting at x, is continuous, and g(x) # 0 for each x E M. 
Thus the set g(M) c R is compact and (13) follows. 
Fix a number co < r guaranteed by (13). The next property of M will be frequently 
used in the proof of Lemma 13. 
There exists E, > 0 such that for every 6 > 0 there is 5 > 0 with the 
property that if x,y~ M, D(x,y)< F, and d(x,y)<& then 
Wx, Y) < 6. (14) 
Indeed, put E, = ie,. Suppose, on the contrary, there is 6 > 0 such that for every 
natural number n there are x,, y, E M with d(x,, yn) < l/n and 6 < D(x,, y,,) < E,. 
It may be assumed that {x,} converges to a point X~E M. Then there are maps 
fn E G(x,, x,) with lim d(fn) = 0. There is also an arc pq c M with X~E pq and 
d(x,,p) = d(x,, q) = e,, by (13). Note that f;‘(x,,y,,)Cpq for sufficiently great n 
(because M contains no simple triod). Thus lim D(fi’(x,,), fi’(yn)) = 0 by the local 
connectedness of pq. Consequently, lim D(fnf;‘(x,,),fnf;‘(y,,)) = lim D(x,, y,,) = 0, 
a contradiction. 
Fix a number e, < E” guaranteed by (14). 
There is &,> 0 such that if x, y E M, f E G(x, y) and d(f) < &, then 
the condition D(x, y) < E’ implies that D(f) < 8’. (15) 
Indeed, let a number 5 be guaranteed by (14) for the number &, and put 
& = min (5, ;F,}. If the conditions of (15) hold, then D(x, y) = diam xy < diam M, 
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and, in particular, YE A,. Suppose D(p,f(p)) < E, for some p E A,. Then 
D(p,f(p))<$, by (14). Let D(p,p’)<i~, for some ~‘EA,. Then diamf(pp’)< 
diampp’+2d(f)<$,+2&,~$e,. Thus ~(P’,~(P’))~~(P’,P)+~(P,~(P))+ 
D(f(p),f(p’))~&,+&,+diamf(pp’)~&,. Therefore D( p, f( p)) < ze, for each 
p E A,, thus D(f) < E,. 
Fix a number &,< e, guaranteed by (15). 
M is not arcwise connected. (16) 
Suppose, on the contrary, that M is arcwise connected. Since M is a one-to-one 
image of the real line by Corollary 12, it is the countable union of arcs. By the Baire 
theorem there are points x0, xi, x2 E M such that diam x0x2 < s1 and B(x,, 5) c x0x2 
for some positive number 5 < &,. Let points x, y E M be such that d(x, y) < 5. Then 
there is a map f~ G(x, y) with d(f) < 5. Since f(x,) E B(x,, &), it follows 
D(x, ,f(x,)) Q diam x0x* < .si. Consequently, D(x, y) = D(x,f(x)) < F, by (15). By 
(14) it follows that the metrics d and D are equivalent. This implies that M is 
locally connected. Thus it is either an arc or a simple closed curve. On the other 
hand, none of these spaces is a one-to-one image of the real line, a contradiction. 
For each point x E M at least one ray starting at x is dense in M. (17) 
Indeed, let A be an arc component of M different from A, (see (16)). There is 
a sequence {a,} in A converging to x by Corollary 12. Moreover, since xrZ A the 
sequence {a,} can be chosen in such a way, that there are rays R,,, starting at a,, 
and satisfying R,)?_, c R,)z and iJ{R,*,: n~{1,2 ,... }}=A. Let fH~G(a,,x) and 
lim d(fn) = 0. Since the sets fn( R,,,) are rays starting at x and M = cl(A) = 
Lim cl( R,,,) = Lim cl(fn( R,,J), the sequence {fn( R,,,)} has a constant subsequence 
composed of a ray R, with cl(R,) = M. So (17) is obtained. 
13. Lemma. M is circularly chainable. 
Proof. Let E be such a number that 0 < E < &,. An open s-cover of M will be 
constructed, such that it is a circular chain. Fix a point p. in M. Observe that since 
& < &,< .sO< T, the component of the closed ball cl( B(p,, a&)) containing p,, is an 
arc with the end points in bd(B( p,,, a E)). Denote it by pPlpl, assuming that the ray 
r(p,,p,) is dense in M (see (17)). Fix a positive number 5, < ~/200 such that if 
D(x,y)< E, and d(x,y)<4(,, then D(x,y)<&/20 for each x and y in M (see 
(14)). It is obvious that: 
There is an open closed set B, in cl(B( po, a&)) such that 
P-IPl c &I= NP-IP, 7 61). (18) 
Put a,,= d(B,, cl(B(p,,; E))\&) and 6, = min{&, .&i}. Define a function d,: M x 
M + R as follows: 
d,(x, y) = inf{diam Q: x, y E Q c M and Q is S,-connected in M}. 
Note that: 
d, is a metric equivalent to d, and pPlp, c cl(B,(p,, $E)) c B,. (19) 
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Letiq,,..., qk} be a 6,-connected and 6,-dense subset of the ball cl(B,(p,, $E)) 
with q, =p,,, and let f; E G(x,, qi) be such maps that xi ~p_,p, and d(J;) < 5, (see 
(18) and (19)), and f, is the identity of A,,. If the points p,-, , pi are already defined 
for is 1, let pi+, be the first point of the set ‘(pi-, , pi)\pi_,p, such that d(pi, pi+,) = 
e/10. Let r, and r, be the first points of the arcs pop_, and pop,, respectively (in 
the orderings which begin at po), such that d(p,, ri) = ~/20. 
the sets l,J{J;(r,r2): i~{l,...,k}} and U{J;(p,,,p,,,+,): iE{l,...,k}} 
are 6,-connected for each m E {-l,O, 1,. . .}. (20) 
Indeed, for the second set it suffices to prove that if d(q,, qj) < 6,) then 
d(f;(p,p,+,), .&(P,P,+,)) < 6,. Let g E G(q,, 9,) and d(g) < 6, s 5,. It is claimed 
that sL(p,p,+,) nf;(p,p,+,) #Et or equivalently, fJ’gf;(p,p,+,) np,p,+, f 0. 
In fact, observe that d(fT’gf;)~d(f,~‘)+d(g)+d(J;)<35,<5,, and 
D(X,,f,“gf;(Xi)) = D(Xl, Xj) <$E <El. Thus, by (15), D(f;‘gf;) < c,, and 
D(f,T’gf;(x), x) < e/20 for each x E A,, by (14). Let a point p E p,,,pm+, be such that 
D( p, pm) a a/20 and D( p, p,,,) Z= &/20. It follows that f,T’gf;( p) E pmpm+, . Hence 




& = U {WXr,rd, 6): i E (1, . . . , kll 
P, = U {W~(P~P,+,), 6,): in 11,. . , kll 
for m E {-l,O, 1,. . .}. Property (20) implies that: 
The sets R0 and P,,, for m E { -1, 0, 1, . . .} are S,-connected. (21) 
By the choice of the set {q, , . . . , qk} and by the construction of the sets P,,, it 
follows that: 
&CPU,: &) c P-, u PO. (22) 
Observe that diam P, s diam pmpm+, +2max{d(f;): iE{l,...,k}}+26,< 
diam~~~,+~+45, <diam~,p,+~ + 4&/200. Similarly, diam R,, < diam r,r,+ 4~/200, 
and diam(P_, u PO) < diam p-,p, +4e/200. Therefore: 
diam(P_, u P,) <$E +4~/200, diam P,,, < ~/10+4e/200 for m > 0, 
and diam R,< s/10+4~/200. (23) 
Let a point x be in P,,, n P,,. Then, by the definition, there are x’~p,,,p,+, , 
x”~p,p,+, and i,jE{l,..., k} such that d(x,J;(x’)) < 6, and d(x,J;(x”)) < 8,. Thus 
there are mappings g E G(J;(x’), x) and h E G(x(x”), x) with d(g), d(h) < 8,. The 
compositions gf; and hJ both transform A, onto A,. 
the orderings from gJ;( po) to gJ;( p,) and from hx( p,,) to hf;( p,) on 
A, coincide. (24) 
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In fact, otherwise the map g,,=fi’h-‘gf; would change the orientation of A,,,). 
Observe that in this case g, would have a fixed point z0 E A,,. Moreover, d(g,) s 
d(f,~‘)+d(h-‘)+d(g)+d(f;)<45,<5, and D(z,,g,(z,))=O<s,. Therefore 
D(g,) < F, by (15). On the other hand, there is a sequence {z,} of points of A,, such 
that A,, = I_, {z,z:: s E {1,2,. . .}} and z,~z: c z,~+,z~+,, where z: = gO(z,). Consequently, 
M = cl(A,,) = Lim z,~z:, thus diam M = lim diam z,z: < E, < 7, so M is an arc, contrary 
to Corollary 12. 
Let m, > 0 be the first integer such that there is an integer n, E { - 1, 0, 1, . . . , m, - 2) 
satisfying the condition P,,,,, n P,,, f 0. Then 
n,=-1 and there are y in P,,nP_, and j~{l,...,k} and hg 
G(J(p-,), Y) such that d(k)<%. (25) 
Indeed, let x, x’, x”, g, h, f;, J;, g, be as in (24) for m = m, and n = n,. First note 
that D(g,(p), p) b E, for each p E A,,(,. In fact, otherwise, since d(g,) < 45, < &, we 
obtainD(g,)<s,by(15),andD(g,) s s/20 by (14). Thus D(x’, x”) = D(x), g,,(x’)) s 
s/20, so x”~p,_,p,,,+~\{p,,_, , pm+*}. Therefore n,~ {m,- 1, m,, m,+ l}, a contradic- 
tion to the assumption. Put y = hf;(p_,). Suppose y& gf;(r(p_, , p,,)). Then 
gf;(p_,x’) c hJ;(p_,x”), for g&(x’) = hf(x”) = x and the orderings described in (24) 
coincide. Since p_,x”c p-,x’, the mappings gf; and hf; have a point z0 E p-,x” of 
coincidence, i.e., gf;(z,) = h&(z,). Thus g,(zO) = zO, an impossibility by the previous 
observation. Hence there is y’ in r( p-, , p,,) such that gJ;(y’) = y and D(g(,(y’), y’) = 
D(p_, , y’) 2 El > $E +& + ~/lo. Therefore y’~p~~p~,,+,\{p,,+,,} for some k,> 1. By (24) 
the mapping g, preserves ordering, so y’ E p-,x’. Thus k, G m,. We have y E Pk, n 
P_, #(d, hence k,= m, by the choice of m,. To show that n, = -1 note that 
x”,p-,Ef;‘h-‘(xy)c r(p-,,p,) and diamfy’h-‘(xy)<2d(fi’h-‘)+diam xys 
2d(f,:‘)+2d(h-‘)+diam hjj(p,g,,+, )<4[,+diamP,,<4~/200+~/10+4e/200< 
$.s (see (23)). H ence D(x”,p~,)<~~, so x”~p~,p,\{p,}. Thus n,= -1. 
Let m, > 1 be the first integer such that there is an integer n, E (0, 1, . . . , m, -2) 
satisfying the condition P,,,, n P,,, f 0. Then m, 2 m,. The next property can be proved 
similarly as the previous one. 
n,=O and there are y,cP,,nP, and j,E{l,..., k} and h,E 
G(h,(pd,,v,) such that d(h)<&. (26) 
P,n P_,#@ for each IE{m,, m,+l,. . ., m,}. (27) 
For, the arc hJ;(p_,p,) c P-, intersects all these sets P,. Indeed, since the orderings 
from hjj(p-,) to hJ;(p,) and from g.L(p,,) to gJ;(p,,+,) coincide by (2% and 
h&(p-,) E gf;(pm,gmq,+, ) by (25), it follows that there is the first integer so> 0 such 
that hJ;(pJ E gJ;(p~+sSm,,+c,,+,)= P,,+,,,. Evidently, the arc hf,( p-,po) intersects each 
arc gf;( pT,+sp,,,,l+F+,) c P,,,,,,, for s G sO. Since m,c m, s m,+ so by the choice of m, , 
(27) is obtained. 
Put P~=P_,uP,,uP,,,,,uP,,,,,+,v~~~uP,,,, and %={P&, P,, P2 ,,.., P,,,,_,>. Let 
I,, I,~{l,2,. . ., m,-1). Then: 
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P&nP,,#fi ifandonlyifI,=lorI,=m,,-1, (28) 
and 
P,, n P,2 # (d if and only if II, - /,I c 1. (29) 
In fact, if (Pm, u P,,) n P,, # fl, then I, = 1 by the choice of m,, and, if ( P,,,,, u P,,,, , u 
. . . u Pm,) n P,, #(d, then 1, = m,- 1 by the choice of m, and by (26). Property (29) 
is a consequence of the construction of m,,. 
Each element of %1 has diameter less than F. (30) 
Indeed, since (P-, u PO) n P, # fl for each s E {m,,, m,,+ 1,. . . , m,} by (27), 
it follows diam P{,<diam(P_, u PO)+2 max{diam P,: rn,S ss m,}< :E +4&/200+ 
2(e/10+4e/200) < F by (23). The other elements of % have the required diameters 
by (23) again. 
Note that y, E Ron Pm, # @ by (26). Further, diam(R,,u P,,,) < 2(&/10+4~/200) < 
fe by (23). Property (21) implies that R,)u Pm, is 6,-connected. Since p0 is in R,, 
(recall p0 =f,( p,))), it follows that R,,u P,,,, = B,( po, &/4) c P_, u P,, by (22). In 
particular 
P,,,=P_,uP,,. (31) 
Let z. be any point of B(p,,, 6,) and let fr G(p,,, qJ with d(f) < 6,. Then 
f(r(p,,,p,))cP_,uP,,uP,u...uP,,=U~. (32) 
To prove (32) we inductively define sequences: {z,} of points in A,(,, {y,} of points 
in p_,p,, {I%_> of integers in (1,. . . , k}, {h,} of maps in G(J>(y,), z,) as follows. Put 
y, = po, I, = 1 (recall that f, is the identity on A,],,), ho =.f: When z,, J’,, I, and h, are 
already defined, put z,+, = hJ(p ,,,,) and note that z,+, E P ,,,, = Pm, u P,, (see (31)). 
Thus there are .Y,+,~P~,P~, L+,dl,. . , k) and k+, E G(.fis,,(y,+,), z,+,) such that 
d(h,+,) < 6,. Since the orderings on A,, = A=<,, induced by the mappings h,,f,\ and 
hr+Lf;,+, and by the points p. and p, coincide (by (24)), it follows that z,z,+, n 
z,+,z,+2 = {z, + ,}. Furthermore 
diam z,z,+, = diam h,f;~(y5pm,) 3 diam h,J;~(p,pd 
adiamp,pz-2. d(hJ)a ~/lo--4s/200=2~/25. 
Hence U{z,z,+,: s~(0, 1,. .}}=f(r(p,,,p,)). Since z,z,+,c P-,u P,)u P,u.. .u 
P,,,, for each s E {0, 1, . . .}, (32) is proved. 
Let x be in M. Since the ray r( po, p,) is dense in M, there is a point a E B(x, 6,) n 
r(p,,p,). Thus there is f~ G(a, x) with d(f)< S,. Put z,,=f(p(,). Then XE 
f(r(p(,, p,)). Applying (32) we see that x E IJ %. Thus 
M=U%. (33) 
Properties (28), (29), (30) and (33) together imply that % is a circular chain and 
an e-cover of M, so Lemma 13 is proved. 0 
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14. Lemma. M is a solenoid. 
Proof. First prove that: 
M is in 4. (34) 
Indeed, suppose on the contrary that a proper subcontinuum K of M is not an 
arc. Since M is circularly chainable (Lemma 13), K is chainable. It implies that K 
is not arcwise connected. Since K contains no arc component of M by Corollary 
12, each arc component of K has a point e with the property that e is an end point 
of every arc in K containing e. When K has only two arc components, one arc 
component of K is an arc by [6, Theorem 4.10, p. 731. Hence K contains at least 
three distinct points e, , e2, e3 with the above property. Therefore there are three 
disjoint arcs tie, in M with c, g K for i E { 1,2, 3). Note that the continuum K u c,e, u 
c2e2 u c3e3 c M is a triod, an impossibility, for M is circularly chainable. 
Next, observe that: 
M has the property of Kelley. (35) 
In fact, let K 5 M be a nondegenerate continuum, x be in K and a sequence 
{x,} converge to x in M. Then there are mappings fn E G(x, x,) with lim d(fn) = 0. 
Since K is an arc by (34), the arcs_&(K) converge to K and x, Ebb. 
Noting that M has no local end point by Corollary 12 and applying [ 10, implication 
(4) + (1) of Theorem (4.3), p. 2231 we see that M is a solenoid. 0 
The following theorem summarizes the results of this paper. The equivalence 
between (a) and (b) below has already been proved by Hagopian in [8]. 
15. Theorem. For a given continuum (X, d) the following statements are equivalent 
(a) X is a solenoid ; 
(b) X is in J& and X is homogeneous; 
(c) X is in s4 and X is openly homogeneous; 
(d) X is in & and the metrics d and d are equivalent; 
(e) X is in & and the metrics d and d are equivalent; 
(f) X is in Y and X is homogeneous; 
(g) X is in Y and X is homogeneous with respect to light open mappings; 
(h) X is in Y and the metrics d and $ are equivalent; 
(i) X is in Y and the metrics d and d are equivalent. 
Proof. (a) + (b) is well-known, (b) + (c) is trivial, (c) + (d) is proved in Lemma 7, 
(d) + (e) is proved in Lemma 11, (e) + (a) is proved in Lemma 14, (b) + (f) is trivial, 
(f) + (g) is trivial, (g) + (h) is proved in Lemma 7, (h) + (i) is proved in Lemma 11, 
(i) + (a) is proved in Lemma 14. 17 
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The following natural question ends the paper. 
Question. Can the word “light” be omitted in the statement(g) ofthe above theorem? 
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